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World accolade for Whale Watch

Winning watchers: From left, Whale Watch workers Shelley Fissenden, Sally McAllister, Elaine Pagan and Michael McCabe celebrate

the firm’s Virgin Holidays Responsible Tourism Award last week.
Photo: EMMA DANGERFIELD 204798

Whale Watch Kaikoura was

named overall winner of the

Responsible Tourism Award

2009 at an awards cer-

emony held as part of World

Responsible Tourism Day at

the World Travel Market in

London last week.
The whale-watching com-

pany won the supreme prize

at the Virgin Holidays

Responsible Tourism

Awards last Tuesday after

taking top honours in the

Best in a marine environ-

ment category.
Whale Watch Kaikoura

chief operating officer

Kauahi Ngapora, who

attended the ceremony, said

it was an honour to rep-

resent New Zealand at the

prestigious awards.
He described the awards

as the ‘‘Oscars’’ of respon-

sible tourism.
Speaking from London

after receiving the award,

Mr Ngapora said, ‘‘We were

rapt being a finalist. Over

the moon to win our categ-

ory but to be the overall

winner is just shocking.’’

He said winning the

award gave the business

global recognition with the

BBC and the Daily Tele-

graph just two of several

media companies chasing

him.
‘‘This achievement

further endorses Whale

Watch Kaikoura’s commit-

ment to responsible and

sustainable tourism and to

the five Cs which underpin

our business decision-

making, conservation, com-

munity, culture, customer

and company.’’
Whale Watch Kaikoura

was one of 35 organisations

shortlisted for the honours

and one of hundreds from

throughout the world nomi-

nated for the prestigious

awards.
The Kaikoura operation

edged out tourism giants

and fellow finalists, includ-

ing the City of Cape Town,

Royal Caribbean Cruises

and SeaFrance.
Kaikoura District Council

mayor Kevin Heays said it

was a ‘‘bloody marvellous’’

achievement for the tourism

venture. He said the com-

pany deserved to win as it

had been a leader in respon-

sible tourism since it

started in 1987.
Mr Heays said it was a

great coup for Whale Watch

as well as the town and the

region.
‘‘We know they have been

internationally recognised

for a long time now so this

is one more notch in their

belt.’’
Whale Watch Kaikoura

chairman Wally Stone was

also at the event and said it

was a pleasing sign that the

sustainable and responsible

message had been

embraced enthusiastically

by so many operators and

tourists around the world.

‘‘Whale Watch Kaikoura

founder Bill Solomon

instilled a deep respect for

the environment and a

strong sense of community

in our organisation from our

first day of operation.
‘‘It is a deep respect for

the environment that

embraces responsibility for

the protection and

nurturing of our natural

resources to ensure they

remain gifts we can con-

tinue share.’’
This year the company

expects to take more than

100,000 people on whale-

watching trips.
Whale Watch Kaikoura

has won several awards in

the past including Cham-

pion Canterbury Awards -

Champion Host 2003; Aust-

ralian Effects and Ani-

mation Festival Awards -

Education and Training

2003; Tourism Industry

Association - New Zealand

Tourism Operator of the

Decade 2001; Pacific Asia

Travel Association Gold

Award 2000; Green Globe

Achievement Award with

Distinction 1997; Kaikoura

Tourism Award 1995;

British Airways Tourism for

Tomorrow Award 1994;

New Zealand Tourist Indus-

try Federation Award 1990.

Present site not viable for ‘modern’ hospital

David Meates

Canterbury District Health

Board chief executive David

Meates says public
consultation is still very

much on the cards
regarding the new health

facilities for Kaikoura and

says once there is
something to report, the

community will be invited

to become involved in a
consultation process.

Aware of public pressure

to retain the existing site

following a number of
letters both to the CDHB

and in the Kaikoura Star,

Mr Meates wrote in a
statement last week that

extensive work had been

undertaken to explore
options for improving and

or replacing buildings on

the current site.
However this had high-

lighted a range of

significant challenges and

all the options had proven

very costly and would
threaten the ability to
sustain the current range of

services.
Mr Meates said the

current buildings, some

more than 90 years old,

were at a stage where
further renovations were

not a viable option and the

current layout did not
facilitate a modern way

of providing health services.

Significant modification

would be required to meet

the needs of general
practice, rest home and
hospital level care, as well

as the support services such

as district and public health

nursing.
‘‘We are aware of issues

associated with the idea of a

new site for a health facility

and we are working with

the Kaikoura District
Council and local runanga

to look at different location

options,’’ Mr Meates said.

‘‘Our key focus will be a

site that is accessible,

provides minimal
environmental risk factors

and allows for a health
facility that supports the co-

location and integration of

health services.
‘‘At the same time, we

continue to focus on a
solution that will provide

viable and sustainable
health services for
Kaikoura.’’

Mr Meates said that the

CDHB would be working

with the local community,

health providers, council,

Ngai Tahu and the local

runanga in finding a
solution which worked for

everyone, and once a
proposal was ready there

would be public
consultation on the plan.

Local health providers

and members of the
Kaikoura community were

also a part of the design

team working on the
project, he said.

However this is not going

to satisfy some, including

Helen Morton, who is
behind the petition to keep

the hospital where it is.
‘‘It will be too late to have

public consultation once the

health board has made
their decision,’’ she said.

Mrs Morton instigated

the petition earlier this
month after she realised no

action was being taken and

she wanted to make sure

the voice of the people was

heard.
‘‘Reading that Kevin

Heays didn’t care where the

hospital was built as long as

we got one was the thing

that really got me going,’’

she said.
‘‘The idea behind the

petition was to get people

thinking and talking about

it.’’
And she has certainly

achieved that aim,
amassing a total of 971
signatures in less than a

fortnight, close to 95 per

cent of which she believes

are from locals worried
about the issue.

The petition has now
been sent to the CDHB,

along with a fact sheet
summarising the views

of those against the
move.

Mrs Morton claims that

there would be no other site

which would have all the

attributes of the current

site required to deliver
quality health services to

the district.

! Continued on page 2. We are on line

www.stuff.co.nz/marlborough-express/news/kaikoura
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Bird study to help
pupils to fly high
By JARED NICOLL

Advocate: School teacher Bill Lonsdale is passionate about nature, particularly
Hutton’s Shearwaters. Photo: JARED NICOLL

‘If we have a theme running throughout our teaching, the kids
latch onto it better. It helps them to see the value of what they’re

learning in the classroom. ’Bill Lonsdale
Kaikoura High School

pupils may participate in
a learning experiment on

Hutton’s Shearwaters in all
subjects for part of their school
year.

Year 9 pupils would study the
seabirds for one unit in every
department at the same time to
provide a consistent approach to
learning at the start of the 2012
school year.

The birds were chosen because
of their uniqueness to the area.

Kaikoura High School head of
maths department Bill Lonsdale
was behind the plan and said he
would speak to the other heads of
department about ways it could be
implemented later this month.

‘‘I’m trying to get it fully
integrated across all the subjects
in year 9 for one unit of work,
which is about four to six weeks.

‘‘I’m going to put a bit of pres-
sure on [the other HODs] to come
onboard this year.

The English department could
look at ways of using the birds as
the basis of a research essay or a
subject for poetry while the social
sciences department could investi-
gate how they interacted with

people, he said.
‘‘I’m not sure how the PE

department would do it,’’ he said
as a joke.

‘‘If we have a theme running
throughout our teaching, the kids
latch onto it better.’’

Pupils often departmentalised
their learning between subjects
and failed to see how one related
to another.

Thematic learning bridged the
gaps and encouraged their
enthusiasm by allowing them to
easily transfer their knowledge
between departments, he said.

‘‘It helps them to see the value
of what they’re learning in the
classroom.’’

The Ministry of Education had
encouraged thematic learning
across the country over the last 10
years, but it was up to schools to
ensure a theme covered the pupil’s
necessary learning achievements
to pass each subject, he said.

‘‘I want to expand the idea

because it was such a success this
year in the science and maths
departments [at Kaikoura High
School].’’

This year, year 9 maths pupils
compared survey results that
looked at tourist’s and local
resident’s knowledge of Hutton’s
Shearwaters as their statistics
learning unit from September to
November.

Kaikoura High School pupil
Caitlin Bell-Speirs said she
enjoyed learning about the birds
and found the themed approach
allowed her to focus her learning
to achieve better results.

‘‘Doing them in science and
maths definitely helped because
we did it more times per week
than other things.

‘‘It was fun learning about the
birds because they’re unique.

‘‘In maths we learned to use
statistics and in science we looked
at their environment, and it all
worked together,’’ she said.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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Building threatened
How many Kaikoura residents
realise that constructing a new
museum on the proposed West
End site involves demolition of the
existing library building?

Present plans provide library
space, with access by lift, at one
end of the first floor (of a three-
storey building) above the
museum which occupies the entire
ground floor.

It is a pity these plans have
reached such an advanced stage
without informing and requesting
input from library users, who at
over 60 per cent of the resident
population, represent a major
group of stakeholders.

They may have strong views
about the potential destruction of
a relatively recent building which
functions well as a library, with
ground floor access for elderly and

disabled users.
We are all aware of the

museum’s urgent need to relocate
from its present flood-prone site,
but alternative areas should be
considered to find a solution
helpful to all residents without
marginalising library users.

It should be remembered that
the Cuddon’s site on Beach Rd
was purchased by the council
several years ago, with the
intention of locating the museum
and possibly council offices there,
but was never used for them.

There is potential for demolition
of the old factory building on that
site, and either relocating the
library building there, or building
the new museum on the site,
allowing the library to remain as
it is.

More detailed information
provided by the council and
museum authorities, and

comments from residents via the
letters column, could be helpful,
before a formal submission
process occurs, for public
consultation.

Kathie Roberts

System working
In response to the recent article
‘Paua quota change unnecessary’ I
would suggest Te Korowai’s aims
include building and maintaining
a fence at the top of the cliff;
nobody wants ambulances at the
bottom.

That paua numbers are still
plentiful is largely due to the 1986
Quota Management System, the
basic structure of the fence.

Size limit changes and other
measures carried out by
commercial divers (catch-effort
spreading, reseeding programme)
should be seen as the fence’s

netting. Commercial divers
observe three different size limits
within Pau3 – the highest is
130mm compared to those of other
stakeholders of 125mm. This
allows paua an extra breeding
cycle or two – finer mesh in the
fence.

To ensure long-term
sustainability, all would agree
that total catch needs a cap.

Commercial harvest has been
capped since 1986 and catch
spread arrangements have
brought a reduction along the
Kaikoura coastline of over 30 per
cent in the last 10 years. Non-
commercial use remains
uncapped.

The proposed change from 10 to
six per day is still not a cap as
numbers of participants and
annual harvest days remain
unrestricted. California, by
contrast, allows three abalone per

day and a maximum eight days
yearly – an ambulance at the
bottom.

Te Korowai members have
strived conscientiously to bring
continued sustainability to our
shared coastline, recognising
responsibilities are greater than
rights.

We all own shared resources
and hold dear our rights.

Now is the time to remember
responsibility.

We encourage those who
consider their particular interests
to be impacted to instead consider
the greater good for all who value
this treasured coastline.

David Rae,
Pauamac3 chair and amateur

fisherman


